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New physics exists at our 
mass scale, but it has an 

extremely small cross-section
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Expanding the physics reach of MoEDAL beyond highly ionizing particles to include FIPs/WISPs

LHCb
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Why Dark Scalars?

Could potentially serve as mediators or constituents of dark matter

i.e., dark scalars provide a simple mechanism for DM's existence within particle physics frameworks.
see, e.g., Phys. Rev. D 94, 073009 (2016).
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Can provide a common new-physics-based explanation for the B anomalies

see, e.g., Phys. Rev. D 101, 035010 (2020).
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Phys. Rev. D 103, 075013 (2021); JHEP 2021, 148 (2021); JHEP 2023, 31 (2023); JHEP 2024, 137 (2024)
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Concluding Remarks









Currently >70 physicists contributing!





MAPP's Origins

The original MoEDAL LOI 
(1999) for the nominal 
MoEDAL detector also 
included a new downstream 
feebly interacting particle 
(FIP) detector.

WISPs at MoEDAL-MAPP

However, only the passive MoEDAL detector was approved for data taking during LHC Run 2

Nucl. Phys. B Proc. Suppl. 78(1–3):52–57, 1999

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum_of_Fine_Arts,_Boston


Nov. 2021: 

MAPP receives 

unanimous 

approval from 

the LHC 

Experiments 

Committee

WISPs at MoEDAL-MAPP



400 scintillator bars (10 × 10 × 75 cm) in 4 sections readout by coincident PMTs & protected by a hermetic VETO system



In the LHC's UA83 gallery 







MoEDAL—highly ionizing particle (HIP) searches; MAPP—feebly interacting particle (FIP) searches



Searching for feebly interacting particles at the LHC

‡ = sensitivity study performed by an external group

 Yellow text = study not yet performed or still ongoing


